
Chapter 102
Positive Interest Rates and Yields: Additional Serious Considerations*

Jonathan Ingersoll

Abstract Over the past quarter century, mathematical
modeling of the behavior of the interest rate and the result-
ing yield curve has been a topic of considerable interest.
In the continuous-time modeling of stock prices, one only
need specify the diffusion term, because the assumption of
risk-neutrality for pricing identifies the expected change. But
this is not true for yield curve modeling. This paper explores
what types of diffusion and drift terms forbid negative yields,
but nevertheless allow any yield to be arbitrarily close to
zero. We show that several models have these characteristics;
however, they may also have other odd properties. In partic-
ular, the square root model of Cox–Ingersoll–Ross has such
a solution, but only in a singular case. In other cases, bub-
bles will occur in bond prices leading to unusually behaved
solutions. Other models, such as the CIR three-halves power
model, are free of such oddities.
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102.1 Introduction

In a recent paper Pan and Wu (2006) have posited that (nomi-
nal) interest rates of all maturities should have a lower bound
of exactly zero – that is, yields arbitrarily close to zero should
be possible for bonds of all maturities. They derived the
“unique” model in which this assumption together with con-
tinuity and the absence of arbitrage are satisfied. This pa-
per questions that desirata and highlights some curiosities
that models possessing this property also have. In addition,
it shows that, far from there being a unique model with this
property, there are in fact countless other models that satisfy
these conditions even if only one source of risk is assumed.

Section 102.2 of this paper briefly discusses the relation
among yields and highlights the question of a zero lower
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bound. Section 102.3 reviews the Cox et al. (1985) and Pan
Wu (2006) models and shows that the zero lower bound in the
latter is due to the interest rate process, which has an absorb-
ing barrier at zero and no finite-variance steady-state distri-
bution. Section 102.4 derives the bubble-free solution to the
Pan Wu model when the risk-neutral and true processes differ
in their behavior at zero. Section 102.5 develops a two-state
variable extension to the Cox, Ingersoll, Ross model which
permits a lower bound of zero for all yields with no price bub-
bles and with no absorption of the interest rate at zero. Sec-
tion 102.6 discusses non-affine models of yields and shows it
is possible to have interest rate models with a finite-variance
steady-state distribution, no absorption at zero, and a lower
bound of zero for all yields. Section 102.7 briefly discusses
other constant lower bounds for yields.

102.2 A Non-Zero Bound for Interest Rates

Pan and Wu argue: “Asserting that an interest rate can be neg-
ative or cannot be lower than, say, 3%, is equally absurd. For
example, no rational traders are willing to offer free floors at
any strictly positive level of interest rates.” We contend that
these claims are vastly different. The presence of cash alone
requires that nominal interest rates of all maturities be non-
negative. On the other hand, the lack of interest rate floors is
just common sense. It is true that the Cox–Ingersoll–Ross in-
terest rate model and other similar models absolutely prohibit
yields to various maturities below certain non-zero levels so
that interest rate floors at some positive interest rate should
be cost-free. But why would any trader offer a zero-cost floor
at a rate he knew the interest rate could never reach? True,
he could not lose on such a contract, but there would be no
possibility of gain either if they were being given for free.
Conversely, no buyer would be willing to pay any positive
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price and would completely indifferent about receiving such
a floor at a zero cost. There would simply be no market for
such contracts.

In any case we must not forget that interest rate models are
models, that is, simplifications of the world. By their very
nature, all models make absolute claims of one type or an-
other. The model that Pan and Wu derived, for example, re-
quires that the 5-year yield to maturity always be greater than
(or less than depending on the model’s two parameters) the
3-month yield to maturity. But no trader would quote swap
rates based on this guarantee.

If a model that is based on reasonable assumptions makes
a surprising prediction that should be taken as a good sign.
We want our models to tell us things we didn’t know or oth-
erwise lead to new intuitions. The model’s assumptions may
turn out to be wrong, but the logical process that leads us
to the surprising conclusion is valuable nonetheless. So the
appropriate question becomes: Is the conclusion that yields
to maturity possess strictly positive bounds a surprising one?
I do not think so and believe just the opposite in fact.

Historically, yield curves have been downward sloping
when the spot rate is high and upward sloping when the spot
rate is low. This is generally explained by saying that long
rates are related to expected spot rates and that the spot rate
has some long-run or steady state distribution so that the ex-
pected rate is always closer to the long-run average than is the
current spot rate. This notion can be made precise as follows.

Continuous-time interest rate models generally assume
that bonds can be priced using a risk-neutral (or equivalent
martingale) process1 and a form of the expectations hypoth-
esis for discounting. In particular the price of a zero-coupon
bond is given by

Pt.r; £/ D bEt
�

exp

	
�
Z tC£

t

rsds


�
: (102.1)

Here bEt denotes the expectation at time t with respect to
the equivalent martingale process, and rs is the instantaneous
spot rate prevailing at time s. When bonds are priced like this,
the yield to maturity is the negative geometric expectation of
the instantaneous rates over the time interval
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1 When pricing bonds and other fixed-income assets in the presence
of interest rate uncertainty, the equivalent martingale process that al-
lows discounting at the interest rate does not result from assuming risk-
neutrality on the part of investors as it does in the Black–Scholes model.
Nevertheless, the term “risk-neutral” is still commonly applied. See Cox
et al. (1981) for further discussion of this matter.

If the instantaneous rate is bounded below by zero but free
to move above zero, the usual properties of averages would
seem to guarantee that long-term yields would be bounded
away from zero with the exact bound depending on the prop-
erties of the stochastic process generating the evolution of
the interest rate and the maturity of the bond in question. Ap-
parently it would not be surprising to find models with yields
bounded away from zero; quite the contrary, we should ex-
pect just that property.

In fact were the average in Equation (102.2) an arithmetic
one, this property would be universally true and long rates
would be bounded away from zero whenever positive inter-
est rates remained possible in the future. Geometric averages
are different, though. A negative geometric average is never
greater than the corresponding arithmetic average, and if
there is any variation in the random variable it is strictly less.2

So yields may have lower bounds of exactly zero even when
the instantaneous rate is guaranteed to be remain positive.

Before going on to explore positive interest rates in more
detail we review the Cox et al. (1985) and the special case of
it, which is the Pan and Wu term (2006) structure models in
the next section.

102.3 The Cox–Ingersoll–Ross and Pan–Wu
Term Structure Models

Though derived in a different fashion, the Pan–Wu (hence-
forth PW) model is a special case of the Cox–Ingersoll–Ross
(henceforth CIR) affine term structure mode in which the
risk-neutral dynamics of the instantaneous interest rate are

drt D̂ ›.™ � rt /dt C ¢
p
rtd¨t : (102.3)

The symbol D̂ is used as a reminder that the dynamics in
Equation (102.3) are the equivalent-martingale “risk-neutral”
dynamics, the pricing equation for all zero-coupon bonds is

0 D 1
2
¢2rPrr C ›.™ � r/Pr � rP � P£ (102.4)

where £ � T � t is the time until the maturity date T . The
CIR solution is

P.r; £/ D A.£/ expŒ�B.£/r	 (102.5)

2 In discrete time, the yield in Equation (102.2) is 1 C Y �� OEŒ..1C r1/ � � � .1C rn//
�1	
��1=n

. By Jensen’s inequality this is less
than OEŒ..1 C r1/ � � � .1 C rn//

1=n	. So one plus the yield to maturity is
less than the expectation of the geometric average of one plus the future
prevailing spot rates. Since a geometric average is never larger than the
corresponding arithmetic average, the yield to maturity must be less
than the risk-neutral expected spot rate prevailing in the future.
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Fig. 102.1 Lower bound for CIR yield curves. In the CIR model, the
yield to maturity for any bond is Y.r; £/ D �`nŒA.£/	=£ C B.£/r=£.
The £ period yield is increasing in the spot rate, r , and has a lower
bound of Y .£/ D �`nŒA.£/	=£, which is achieved when the spot rate
is zero. For the PW model, A.£/ � 1 and all yields have a lower bound

of zero. The parameter ¢ D 0:078 gives a standard deviation of changes
in the interest rate equal to 1.9% point at the mean interest rate level of
™ D 6%. The parameter › measures the rate of return towards the mean
level. After t years the interest rate will on average have moved the
fraction e�›t of the distance back toward ™

where B.£/ � 2.1� e�”£/
2” C .› � ”/.1 � e�”£/

A.£/ �
�

2”e.›�”/£=2

2” C .› � ”/.1 � e�”£/

�2›™=¢2

” �
p
›2 C 2¢2:

The PW derivation is substantially different from that
used by CIR. They start with a general vector diffusion, ut ,
and then to ensure positive interest rates assume that yields of
all maturities have a quadratic form y.ut ; £/ D 1

£
u0
tW.£/ut

where W is a symmetric positive definite matrix. They go
on to show that the only model satisfying these conditions is
equivalent to the one-factor, two-parameter model given in
Equation (102.3) and (102.5) with ™ D 0. In particular, for
the PW model, A.£/ � 1.

In the CIR and PW models, the yield to maturity for a
zero-coupon bond of maturity £ is

Y.r; £/ � �1
£
`nP.r; £/ D �`nA.£/

£
C B.£/

£
r: (102.6)

Since A.£/ � 1; B.£/ 	 0, and the interest rate cannot go
below zero for the assumed dynamics, the £-maturity yield
is clearly bounded below by Y .£/ � �`n.A.£//=£, which is
strictly positive except when ™ D 0, the PW case.

The limiting yield to maturity for an infinitely lived zero-
coupon bond is 2›™=.›C ”/, which is somewhat less than ™.
Since this quantity is independent of the current interest
rate, it is also the lower bound for the infinite-maturity zero-
coupon rate, which is constant in the CIR model. As shown
in Fig. 102.1, the lower bounds for shorter maturity rates
increase from zero (at £ D 0) to approach this level asymp-
totically. The rate of increase in the lower bounds is governed
primarily by the parameter › with larger values producing
a faster approach and generating higher lower bounds for
yields of all maturities.3

The difference between the lower bounds in the two mod-
els is due to the behavior of the interest rate at zero. For
the CIR model with ™ > 0, zero is a natural reflecting bar-
rier of the interest rate process. If the interest rate hits zero,
the uncertainty momentarily vanishes, and the then certain
change in the interest rate is an increase – immediately mov-
ing it back to a positive value. For the PW model, r D 0 is
an absorbing barrier. The uncertainty still vanishes, but now
the expected future change is also zero, so the interest rate
remains stuck at that level. Once the instantaneous interest
rate reaches zero, it and the yields of all maturities are zero

3 The lower bounds for all yields also increase with › because the
asymptotic value, Y1 D 2›™=.› C ”/, does. See Dybvig, et al. (1996)
for an analysis of the asymptotic long rate.
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forever. It is obvious, therefore, that no yield can have a pos-
itive lower bound. Furthermore, this property is true in any
model of interest rates in which zero is an accessible absorb-
ing barrier for the interest rate.4

A closely related feature of the PW model is that the
values of zero-coupon bonds do not approach zero for long
maturities. B.£/ is an increasing function but is bounded
above by 2=.› C ”/, so no zero-coupon bond has a price
less than expŒ�2r=.› C ”/	 regardless of its maturity. In
other words, no zero-coupon bond has a value less than the
value that a 2=.›C ”/ year bond would have were the yield
curve flat at r . For the parameters estimated by PW this
“maximal” maturity is about 50 years. This limit also means
that the prices for annuities and coupon bonds with fixed
coupons will become unbounded as the maturity increases.
This aspect of the model is certainly problematic in many
other contexts as well since transversality will be violated
for many valuation problems.

Since the interest rate can be trapped at zero, it is not sur-
prising that long bond prices do not vanish. However, this
problem does not follow directly from the interest rate being
trapped at zero. It can be true in other models as well. For ex-
ample, in Dothan’s (1978) model of interest rates, long-term
bond prices also do not approach zero, although the interest
rate has a lognormal distribution for which zero is inaccessi-
ble.5 It is also true in the two-factor version of the CIR model
discussed in Sect. 102.4 below.

102.4 Bubble-Free Prices

An interesting question remains. Can yields have a lower
bound of zero, even when the interest rate cannot be trapped
at zero and the values of zero-coupon bonds do become van-
ishingly small for long maturities? At first the answer to this
question would seem obviously to be yes. Pricing is based on
the risk-neutral process, but whether or not the interest rate is
trapped at zero is a property of the true process. Apparently
all that would be required is that the true process not have an
absorbing state at zero while the risk-neutral process did. For
example, the true and risk-neutral processes could be

drt D �.r/dt C ¢
p
rtd¨t �.0/ > 0

drt D̂ �›rtdt C ¢
p
rtd¨t : (102.7)

4 See, for example, Longstaff (1992), which solves the bond-pricing
problem in the CIR square-root framework with r D 0, an absorbing
barrier.
5 In Dothan’s 1978 model, interest rates evolves as dr D ¢rd¨. The

asymptotic bond price is
p
8rK1

�p
8r
.
¢
.
¢ > 0, where K1 is the

modified Bessel function of the second kind of order one. See, in par-
ticular, Fig. 102.2 on p. 66.

With �.0/ > 0, zero will be a natural reflecting barrier for
the interest rate process just as it is in the CIR model. When-
ever the interest rate reaches zero, it will immediately be-
come positive again. As always, the diffusion term in the
risk-neutral process is identical to that in the true process,
but the drift term is altered.

Unfortunately, the true and risk-neutral processes in
Equation (102.7) are not equivalent as is required for a proper
risk-neutral process. The true process results in a continuous
probability density for r defined over all nonnegative values.6

The risk-neutral process also has a continuous distribution
over all positive r – in particular a non-central chi squared
distribution, but there is an atom of probability at zero as
well. As shown in the appendix, the risk-neutral probability
that the interest rate will have reached zero and been trapped
there at or before time T is

bPrfrT D 0jrt D rg D exp
��2›rıŒ¢2.e›.T�t / � 1/	� :

(102.8)

There is a corresponding positive state price atom (not sim-
ply a positive state price density) associated with the state
rT D 0. The Arrow–Debreu price for the state (atom) rT D 0

when rt D r is7

Q.r; t/ D exp
�˚
› � ” cothŒ 1

2
”.T � t/	� rı¢2� : (102.9)

But under the true process, rT > 0 with probability one, so
the true state price (like the true probability) cannot have a
positive atom for rT D 0.

As previously stated the problem here is a lack of equiv-
alence between the true and risk-neutral measures. They do
not possess the same probability-zero sets of states. There
are, in fact, two opposite situations to consider. If zero is in-
accessible under the true process, then the risk-neutral pro-
cess clearly has a larger set of possibilities. On the other
hand, if zero is accessible under both processes, then the

6 The drift term, �.�/, must satisfy mild regularity conditions. If � is
continuous and the stochastic process is not explosive so that r D 1 is
inaccessible, then the density function for r 2 .0;1/ will exist for all
future t with a limiting steady state distribution of

c

¢2r
exp

�
2¢�2

Z r

�.x/x�1dx

�

where c is chosen to ensure it integrates to unity. The density function
may of course be zero for some values.
7 The function coth.x/ is the hyperbolic cotangent: coth x �
.ex C e�x/=.ex � e�x/. The hyperbolic functions are related to the
standard circular functions as:

sinh x D �i sin ix; cosh x D cos ix; tanh x D �i tan ix;

and coth x D �i cot ix:
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true process has a large set of possibilities – namely those in
which the interest rate reaches the origin and becomes posi-
tive again.

The latter case, when zero is accessible but not an absorb-
ing barrier under the true process, is irreconcilable with the
assumed risk-neutral process. The risk-neutral process com-
pletely specifies the partial differential equation and this can-
not be altered to modify the probabilities for “interior” states
after the origin has been reached and left. In the former case,
when zero is inaccessible, the risk-neutral process can be rec-
onciled with the true process making the measures equivalent
by assigning zero probability to the offending rT D 0 state.
This can be done because the offending state is at a bound-
ary of the distribution so the assignment can be handled by
an appropriate boundary condition to the partial differential
Equation (102.4) leaving it and therefore the risk-neutral dif-
fusion process itself unchanged.

In the remainder of this section we assume that zero is in-
accessible under the true process. A sufficient condition for
zero to be inaccessible is that �.r/ 	 1

2
¢2 for all r suffi-

ciently small.8

The boundary condition applied at r D 0 to the bond
pricing problem clearly has the form P.0; £/ D p.£/ for
some function p.£/. In the PW model, p.£/ D 1 is used,
but other assumptions can be made without changing the
local no-arbitrage condition inherent in the partial differen-
tial equation. Furthermore, since zero is inaccessible, the
condition will never actually apply. But what function is log-
ically consistent? Fix a particular boundary condition, p.£/,
by conjecture. Now consider a contract that grants 1=p.£/
zero-coupon bonds when the interest rate is zero and then
terminates. Such a contract is clearly worthless, if r D 0 is
truly inaccessible. However, the risk-neutral pricing proce-
dure will assign a price equal to the expected present value
of receiving Œ1=p.£/	 � p.£/ D 1 when r reaches zero. This
is just the value of Q as given in Equation (102.9) above.
Therefore, we must have p.£/ D 0. We shall refer to this
boundary condition and the resulting solution as bubble-free
for reasons to be explained below.

As shown in Appendix 102A, the value of a zero-
coupon bond under the true and risk-neutral processes in
Equation (102.7) and the correct no-arbitrage boundary con-
dition P.0; £/ D 0 when zero is inaccessible is

P BF.r; £/ D expŒ�rB.£/	 .1� expŒ�rŸ.£/	/

where Ÿ.£/ � 2”2

¢2
Œ” sinh.”£/C › cosh.”£/� ›	�1:

(102.10)

8 This condition is sufficient because zero is inaccessible for the CIR
process dr D k.r � r/dt C ¢

p
rd¨ if 2kr � ¢2, and by assumption,

the specified process with drift �.�/ � 1
2
¢2 for small r dominates the

CIR process for sufficiently small r . This model is a special case of
Heston, et al. (2007).

The function B.£/ and the parameter ” are the same as in
the CIR and PW models so this formula is just the PW price
multiplied by the factor 1 � expŒ�Ÿ.£/r	. Since Ÿ.£/ > 0 for
£ > 0, the value in Equation (102.10) is strictly less than the
PW model price at any time before the bond matures.

The yield to maturity computed from Equation (102.10) is

Y BF.r; £/ � �1
£
`nP BF.r; £/

D B.£/

£
r � 1

£
`n .1 � expŒ�rŸ.£/	/ :

(102.11)

Since bond prices are lower than in the PW model, yields are
correspondingly higher. However, as shown in Fig. 102.2, the
yield curves are very similar for short maturities particularly
when the spot rate is high. The PW and bubble-free yield
curves match better at high rates because the boundary be-
havior then has less of an effect. As in the PW model, the
yield curve is humped as a function of maturity when › < 0,
but for realistic parameters, the peak occurs at longer matu-
rities than in their model.9

Unlike the PW model, bubble-free yields are not mono-
tonic in the short rate, but have a U-shape, and the lower
bound is not zero. For the £-period yield, the lower bound is

Y BF.£/ D B.£/

£Ÿ.£/
`n
B.£/C Ÿ.£/

B.£/
� 1

£
`n

Ÿ.£/

B.£/C Ÿ.£/
> 0;

(102.12)

which is achieved when the interest rate is

rmin.£/ D 1

Ÿ.£/
`n
B.£/C Ÿ.£/

B.£/
: (102.13)

Figure 102.3 plots the yields for various maturities as a func-
tion of the spot rate. For interest rates above 4%, yields of
all maturities through 20 years are nearly proportional to the
spot rate just as they are (exactly) in the PW model. Below
a spot rate of about 4%, yields have a strong U-shape in the
spot rate. The minimum yield for each maturity is not zero,
and for longer maturities can be quite high.

A side-effect of the bubble-free structure is that it re-
stores the property that the values of zero-coupon bonds
go to zero as £ goes to infinity. This can be verified by
Equation (102.10) but it must be true since yields for all pos-
itive maturities are bounded away from zero, and P.r; £/ �
expŒ�Y .£/£	.

Perhaps a more surprising result is that yields of all ma-
turities become unboundedly large as the interest rate itself

9 In Figs. 102.2 through 102.6, the parameters used, › D �0:03; ¢ D
0:04, are the midpoints of the estimates by PW, though they were fitting
their bond pricing function not the bubble-free function.
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Fig. 102.2 Pan–Wu and bubble-free yield curves. The PW
yield is given in Equation (102.6) as �rB.£/=£ with B.£/ �
2.1� e�”£/

ı
Œ2” C .› � ”/.1 � e�”£/	. The bubble free yield is

£�1ŒB.£/r � `n.1 � expŒ�rŸ.£/		 with Ÿ.£/ � 2”2¢�2Œ” sinh.”£/ C

› cosh.”£/� ›	�1 as given in Equation (102.11). In each case the risk-

neutral evolution of the interest rate is dr
^D �›rdt C ¢

p
r � d¨. The

parameter choices › D �0:03 and ¢ D 0:04 correspond to the middle
of the range estimated by Pan and Wu by fitting yield curves

Fig. 102.3 Bubble-free yield as a function of the spot rate. The bub-
ble free yield is given in Equation (102.11): £�1ŒB.£/r � `n.1 �
expŒ�rŸ.£/		 with Ÿ.£/ � 2”2¢�2Œ” sinh.”£/ C › cosh.”£/ � ›	�1.
The parameter choices › D �0:03 and ¢ D 0:04 correspond
to the middle of the range estimated by Pan and Wu by fit-
ting yield curves. All yields through 20 years are approximately

proportional to the spot rate when the latter exceeds 4%. The
lower bound for the £-period yield is given in Equation (102.12)
as Y .£/ D B.£/ =Œ£Ÿ.£/	 .`nŒB.£/C Ÿ.£/	� `nB.£// �
.`nŸ.£/� `nŒB.£/C Ÿ.£/	/= £, which is achieved at a spot rate of
`n Œ1C Ÿ.£/=B.£/	= Ÿ.£/
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approaches zero. The intuition for this surprising result is
found in the bond’s risk premium. The bond’s risk premium,
 .r; £/, can be determined by Ito’s Lemma

Œr C  .r; £/	dt � EŒdP 	

P
D

1
2
¢2rPrr C �.r/Pr � P£

P
dt:

(102.14)

Comparing Equation (102.14) to the pricing equation, which
uses the risk-neutral process, we have for the risk-neutral and
true dynamics given in Equation (102.7)

 .r; £/ D @P=@r

P
Œ�.r/C ›r	: (102.15)

The semi-elasticity, .@P=@r/=P , also determines each
bond’s return risk. Again by Ito’s Lemma

dP

P
� E

�
dP

P

�
D @P=@r

P
¢

p
rd¨: (102.16)

This, of course, is no coincidence. The absence of arbi-
trage requires that assets whose returns are perfectly corre-
lated have risk premiums proportional to their standard devi-
ations. The relations Equation (102.15) and (102.16) are true
for both the PW and BF prices, though the semi-elasticities
differ. Under the PW and bubble-free solutions the semi-
elasticities are

˜.r; £/� @P=@r

P
D
� �B.£/ PW

�B.£/C Ÿ.£/fexpŒrŸ.£/	� 1g�1 BF

(102.17)

Figure 102.4 shows the semi-elasticity function, ˜.r; £/ �
Pr=P , for the bubble-free prices. (In the PW model, the
semi-elasticity is constant as a function of r at the asymp-
tote shown.) As the interest rate increases, the semi-elasticity
approaches �B.£/, and both the risk and term premium are
approximately independent of the interest rate. Where this
flattening occurs depends on the bond’s maturity. For bonds
with maturities less than 2 years, ˜ is nearly constant for all
interest rates above 1.5%. For bonds with maturities in ex-
cess of 10 years, ˜ does not flatten out until the interest rate
is above 5%. This leads to the unbounded risk premiums and
a number of other unusual effects.

Under the PW formula, the risk premium at low interest
rates is negative since at r D 0 the premium is  .0; £/ D
�B.£/�.0/ < 0. Because the bond price can never exceed
one and, for the PW model, the price approaches one as r
nears zero, the expected change in the bond price, and there-
fore its risk premium, must be negative near r D 0. For the
bubble-free price, the semi-elasticity and therefore the risk
premium becomes unboundedly large driving the bond price
to zero as r approaches zero.

Fig. 102.4 Semi-elasticity of bubble-free bond prices. The semi-
elasticity is given in Equation (102.17): ˜.r; £/ � Pr=P D �B.£/ C
Ÿ.£/fexpŒrŸ.£/	 � 1g�1 with B.£/ � 2.1� e�”£/

ı
Œ2” C .› � ”/

.1�e�”£/	 and Ÿ.£/ � 2”2¢�2Œ” sinh.”£/C› cosh.”£/�›	�1 . The pa-
rameter choices › D �0:03 and ¢ D 0:04 correspond to the middle of

the range estimated by Pan and Wu by fitting yield curves. Any bond’s
return standard deviation is j˜.r; £/j ¢p

r with a negative value of ˜ in-
dicating that bond’s price decreases with an increase in the interest rate.
Any bond’s term premium is ˜.r; £/Œ�.r/C ›r	
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Fig. 102.5 Risk premiums of bubble-free bond prices. The risk pre-
mium is the product of the semi-elasticity in Equation (102.17):
˜.r; £/ � Pr=P D �B.£/ C Ÿ.£/fexpŒrŸ.£/	 � 1g�1 and the dif-
ference between the true and risk-neutral expected changes, �.r/C ›r .

It is plotted for �.r/ D 0:01.0:06 � r/. The other parameter choices
› D �0:03 and ¢ D 0:04 correspond to the middle of the range esti-
mated by Pan and Wu by fitting yield curves

At some interest rate levels, longer maturity bonds are less
risky and have smaller term premiums than shorter maturity
bonds. For example, when the spot rate is 2%, 10-year bonds
are less risky than 2-year bonds. At low enough interest rates
levels, the risk changes sign and bond prices are increasing
in the interest rate. For example, this reversal occurs around
1.5% for 5-year bonds.

The change in sign of the semi-elasticity means that the
risk premiums also change in sign. In fact in many cases the
term premium changes in sign twice. This is true for example
for all zero-coupon bonds if the true process mean is �.r/ D
k.r � r/ with k > ›. Typical term premiums are illustrated
in Fig. 102.5.

Both the PW and BF prices are self-consistent. That is,
if zero coupon bonds traded at either model’s prices, they
would move in response to changes in interest rates just
as the model predicts, and the risk premiums indicated in
Equations (102.15) and (102.17) would be earned. However,
this is always true of prices with bubbles. It is only in com-
parison to an alternate price that the bubble is obvious. The
magnitude of the PW bubble is

PPW � PBF D e�rŒB.£/CŸ.£/	: (102.18)

Unlike most bubbles, this bubble disappears at a fixed point
in time, when the bond matures and is always between 0 and 1
in magnitude. Therefore, this bubble is finite in duration and
bounded in size. If bonds sold at the higher PW price, an

arbitrage would exist by selling the bonds and replicating
them at a cost equal to this lower value according to the
replicating hedge inherent in the partial differential equation.

Suppose bonds sold at the higher PW price. An investment
matching the lower BF price could be achieved via a portfolio
that holds n.r; £/ D P BF

r =P PW
r bonds and invests the resid-

ual, P BF � nPPW , in instantaneous lending. The change in
value of this portfolio is

dPort D n.r; £/dPPW C ŒP BF � n.r; £/P PW	r � dt

D n.r; £/
�
Œr C ˜PW�.r/	P PWdt C P PW

r ¢
p
rd¨

�

CŒP BF � n.r; £/P PW	r � dt

D P BF
r

P PW
r

P PW
r

P PW
P PW�.r/dt C P BFr � dt

C P BF
r

P PW
r

P PW
r ¢

p
rd¨

D �
r C˜BF.r; £/�.r/

�
P BFdt CP BF

r ¢
p
rd¨DdP BF

(102.19)

which exactly matches the change in the BF formula, so this
portfolio would always be self-financing and always equal in
value to P BF. A long position in this portfolio and a short
position in the bond (at the PW price) would be an arbi-
trage. It would have a negative cost and be guaranteed to
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Fig. 102.6 Price bubble in Pan–Wu bond prices. The difference be-
tween the Pan–Wu and Bubble-Free price is a price bubble. The
magnitude of the price bubble is e�rŒB.£/CŸ.£/	 where B.£/ �

2.1� e�”£/ =Œ2”C .›� ”/.1� e�”£/	 and Ÿ.£/� 2”2¢�2Œ” sinh.”£/
C › cosh.”£/� ›	�1 . Unlike most price bubbles this bubble is bounded
in value between 0 and 1 and disappears after a fixed finite

be worth zero when the bond matured. Furthermore, since
P PW > P BF, the arbitrage will never have a negative value
at any point during the arbitrage.

The PW model is valid and gives a lower bound of zero
for all yields only when zero is an absorbing barrier under
both the true and risk-neutral interest rate processes. The next
obvious question is can we have a lower bound of zero for all
yields even when the interest rate process does display mean
reversion? The answer is yes as we show in the next two
sections of this paper.

102.5 Multivariate Affine Term-Structure
Models with Zero Bounds on Yields

Pan and Wu (2006) claim: “Positivity and continuity, com-
bined with no arbitrage, result in only one functional form
for the term structure with three sources of risk.”10 But this

10 Pan and Wu refer to their model as a three-factor (i.e., r; ›; ¢) model
with a single dynamic factor, r . In fitting their model they allow the
parameters to vary over time, hence adding two additional sources
of risk. This “stochastic-parameter” method has been widely used in
practice since being introduced to term-structure modeling by Black
et al. (1990). As Pan and Wu point out, this is inconsistent with their
derivation, which assumes the parameters to be constant. Were the pa-
rameters actually varying, then bond prices would not be given by
Equation (102.5) or (102.10). A true multifactor model giving results
similar to PW would be a special case of the Longstaff and Schwartz
(1992) multifactor extension to the CIR model with the constants in
the drift terms set to zero. That is, dsi D �›i sidt C ¢i

p
sid¨i and

r D s1 C s2 C s3. The zero-coupon yield to maturity in this model is
Y.s; £/ D £�1

P
Bi .£/si . This Longstaff–Schwartz model is an imme-

claim is not true. There are other continuous term structure
models in which there is no arbitrage and all interest rates
are bounded by zero exactly. In fact there are infinitely many
other affine term structure models with a single (excluding
parameter) source of risk that have a lower bound of zero for
yields.

The simplest such model extends the CIR dynamics so
that the mean interest rate level, ™, is no longer a constant but
is a weighted average of past interest rates. Specifically let xt
be an exponentially smoothed average of past spot rates with
an average lag of 1=•11

xt D •

Z 1

0

e�•srt�sds: (102.20)

The dynamics of xt are locally deterministic, and the evolu-
tion of the state space is

drt D ›.xt � rt /dt C ¢
p
rtd¨t

dxt D •.rt � xt /dt (102.21)

with a single source of risk, d¨.

diate counterexample to PW’s claim that their formula is unique, but as
in the PW model each of the state variables can be trapped at zero, and
the interest rate becomes trapped at zero once all three state variables
are so trapped.
11 The average lag in the exponential average is •

R
1

0 se�•sds D •�1.
An exponentially smoothed average is the continuous-time equiva-
lent of a discrete-time geometrically smoothed average xt D .1� ˜/P
˜srt�s . Geometrically smoothed averages were first suggested in in-

terest rate modeling by Malkiel (1966).
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Unlike in the PW model, the interest rate cannot be
trapped at zero under the process in Equation (102.21). Since
x is a positively weighted average of past values of r , it
clearly must remain positive. Even were r to reach zero,12

x would only decay towards zero at the rate •. But when
r reaches zero, its diffusion term is zero so the immediate
change in r is dr D ›x � dt, and as x is still positive at this
point, dr > 0; r immediately becomes positive again.

Assuming the factor risk premium is linear in the state
variables,  .r; x; £/ D .§0r C §1x/Pr=P , then the bond-
pricing equation is13

0 D 1

2
¢2rPrr C Œ.› � §1/x � .›C §0/r	Pr

C •.r � x/Px � rP � P£: (102.22)

The price of a zero-coupon bond has the form

P.r; x; £/ D expŒ�b.£/r � c.£/x	: (102.23)

This pricing formula can be easily verified by substituting the
partial derivatives of P in Equation (102.23) into the pricing
Equation (102.22). The terms proportional to r and x must
separately sum to zero so the functions b and c are the solu-
tions to the linked ordinary first-order differential equations

r terms W 0D 1
2
¢2b2.£/C .›C§0/b.£/� •c.£/� 1C b0.£/

with b.0/ D 0

x terms W 0 D .§1 � ›/b.£/C •c.£/C c0.£/

with c.0/ D 0: (102.24)

While a closed-form solution to Equation (102.24) is not
known, b.£/ and c.£/ can be easily computed by numerically

12 It is irrelevant for this discussion whether or not zero is accessible;
if zero is not accessible for r then clearly neither r nor x can become
negative. By comparison to the CIR process, however, we can deter-
mine that 0 is accessible for r (though not x). Specifically compare the
CIR process with ™ < 2¢2=› to the process in Equation (102.21). The
diffusion terms are identical and the excepted change under the bivari-
ate process is smaller than for the CIR process whenever both r and x
are less than ™. Since 0 is accessible for the CIR process, it must be ac-
cessible for the dominated bivariate process. The fact that r and x can
be larger than ™ does not alter this conclusion as the accessibility of 0
depends only on the behavior of r and x near 0.
13 Only r is locally stochastic, so the risk premium is proportional to
Pr=P and independent of Px=P . The risk-neutral and true processes
are equivalent if and only if §1 < › so that r remains positive under the
risk-neutral process as well.

integrating the two equations.14 Note that this calculation
need only be done once for a given set of parameters; bond
prices at each interest rate level and maturity need not be sep-
arately computed as in a finite difference or binomial model.

For this model, the yield to maturity on a £-period zero-
coupon bond is

Y.r; x; £/ � �1
£
`nP.r; £/ D b.£/

£
r C c.£/

£
x:

(102.25)

Since both r and x can be arbitrarily close to zero, yields to
maturity have lower bounds of exactly zero for all maturi-
ties as in the PW model even though the interest rate exhibits
mean reversion as in the CIR model. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the lower bound of zero cannot be approached im-
mediately. In the PW model, yields are proportional to the
interest rate, and since r can be arbitrarily close to zero at
any time, so can the yields. In this two factor model r can
also be arbitrarily close to zero at any time, but xt cannot be
smaller than x0e�•t ; therefore, the £-period yield cannot be
less than £�1c.£/x0e�•t at time t .

Figures 102.7 and 102.8 display the yield curve for the
two-factor model. Figure 102.7 compares it to the CIR yield
curve for the same parameters and when xt D ™. The two-
factor yield curve is less steeply sloped than the CIR yield
curve because x and r both tend to move towards each other
rather than r simply moving toward ™. This lessens future
expected movements in the interest rate. Figure 102.8 illus-
trates the effect on the yield curve of different values of •.
The larger is •, the less steeply sloped is the yield curve as x
then moves more strongly towards r .

Both figures also show that the long zero-coupon yields
go to zero as the maturity lengthens regardless of the param-
eter values (provided • is not zero which is the CIR model).
This is true even though the interest rate can never be trapped
at zero as in the PW model verifying that the latter is not a
prerequisite to the former.

One problem with this model, apart from the lack of a sim-
ple closed-form expression for the solution, is that the long-
term behavior of the interest rate is unrealistic. The model
displays short-term mean reversion with r staying near x, but
over long periods of time, the interest rate is likely to become

14 In particular,

b.£C
£/ � b.£/

� �
1
2
¢2b2.£/C .›C§0/b.£/� •c.£/� 1

�

£ b.0/ D 0

c.£C
£/ � c.£/� Œ.§1 � ›/b.£/ C •c.£/	
£ c.0/ D 0:
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Fig. 102.7 Cox–Ingersoll–Ross and two-factor affine yield curves.
This figure shows the yields to maturity for the CIR and two-factor
model in Equation (102.25). The parameters are › D 0:7; • D 0:5; ¢ D

0:078. The two factor yield curve is less steeply sloped than the CIR
yield curve and is always downward sloping to zero for large maturities

Fig. 102.8 Two-factor yield curves illustrating dependence on •.
This figure shows the yields to maturity for the two-factor model in
Equation (102.25). The parameters are › D 0:7 and ¢ D 0:078. The

yield curve is plotted for various values of •, the reciprocal of the aver-
age lag in the central tendency mean

very large as there is no steady state distribution for the in-
terest rate. In particular, the expected interest rate at time t ,

EŒrt jr0; x0	 D r0 � ›

›C •
.r0 � x0/

�
1 � e�.›C•/t �

�!
t!1

•r0 C ›x0

•C ›
; (102.26)

does not reach a limit independent of the current state, and
the variance of rt

VarŒr2t 	 � ¢2•2

2›.›C •/3
.•r0 C ›x0/t C o.t/:

(102.27)
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becomes unbounded. So, in the limit, the distribution of rt is
completely diffuse over all positive values. Of course, a simi-
lar criticism can also be leveled against the PW model. Those
dynamics also have no steady state. The interest rate vari-
ance becomes unbounded, and the spot rate is either trapped
at zero or has an infinite expectation.15

Also as in the PW model, the prices of very long zero-
coupon bonds are bounded away from zero as £ becomes
large. For given values of r and x, the smallest that a bond
price can be is

P.r; x; £/ > P � expŒ�b1r � c1x	 8£

where b1 �
p
.§0 C §1/2 C 2¢2 � §0 � §1

¢2

c1 � › � §1

•
b1: (102.28)

This can be verified with Equation (102.24). The derivatives
c0 and b0 are positive (zero) whenever c is less than (equal to)
.›�§1/b=• and •c is greater than (equal to) 1� .›C§0/b�
1
2
¢2b2, respectively. Since b.0/ D c.0/ D c0.0/ D 0 and
b0.0/ > 0, both b and c increase monotonically staying in the
range bounded by the b0 D 0 and c0 D 0 curves approaching
b1 and c1 as £ ! 1.

Similar properties are true for all affine models with
multiple state variables. Consider the general multiple state-
variable extension to the CIR model with a risk-neutral
evolution of

dr D̂ O�.r; x/dt C ¢
p
rd¨

D̂
� OK C O›0r C

X
O›ixi


dt C ¢

p
rd¨

dxj D �j .r; x/dt D
�

j C •j 0r C

X
•jixi


dtj D 1; : : : I:

(102.29)

The same analysis leading to Equation (102.24) shows the
yield curve will be affine

Y.r; x; £/ D a.£/C b.£/r C
X

ci .£/xi : (102.30)

so all yields will have a lower bound of exactly zero only
if a.£/ � 0 and all state variables remain nonnegative. The
former requires that the constant terms, OK and all 
j , are
zero. The latter requires additionally that all O›i.i ¤ 0/ and
all •ij.j ¤ i/ are nonnegative and that all state variables are

15 If › � 0 in the PW model, then the interest rate is eventually trapped
at zero with probability one. If › < 0, then the expected interest rate
and variance become infinite, EŒrt jr0	 D r0e

�›t ! 1;VarŒrt jr0	 D
r0¢

2
�
e�›t � e�2›t

�ı
› ! 1, and there is an atom of probability for

r1 D 0 equal to exp.2›r0=¢2/.

nonnegative initially.16 The interest rate will never be trapped
at zero so long as one of the parameters, O›i .i ¤ 0/, is posi-
tive. However, as in the two-variable case, there will not be a
finite-variance steady-state distribution, and the prices of all
zero-coupon bonds will be bounded away from zero even as
the maturity grows without bound.

Our search for an affine model in which the interest rate
is well behaved in the long term and yields of all maturi-
ties are bounded below exactly by zero has not been suc-
cessful. But such models are possible outside of the affine
structure. One such model has already appeared in the litera-
ture. It is the three-halves power model used in the two-factor
CIR model. This model is discussed in the next section.

102.6 Non-Affine Term Structures with Yields
Bounded at Zero

Outside of the affine class, many models of the term structure
will have zero lower bounds for all rates and still be well-
behaved with mean reversion and a finite-variance steady-
state distribution with no atom of probability at r D 0. One
such model that admits to a closed form solution for bond
prices is the three-halves power model in which the interest
rate’s evolution is

drt D ›rt .™ � rt /dt C ¢r
3=2
t d¨t ; (102.31)

with ›; ™; ¢ > 0.17 This structure was introduced in the orig-
inal CIR (1985) paper to model the rate of inflation. Like the
CIR process, this diffusion displays mean reversion with a
central tendency of ™, and the local variance vanishes when
rt D 0 so negative rates are impossible.18 The interest rate
has a finite-variance steady state distribution with a density
function, mean, and variance of

16 In addition, the risk-neutral process must also be equivalent to the
true process so all state variables must remain nonnegative under the
latter as well.
17 The central tendency parameter, ™, and the adjustment parameter,
›, can be zero just as in the PW model. For the three-halves process,
the origin remains inaccessible even in these cases, and yields are still
bounded below by zero. There is, however, no finite-variance steady-
state distribution.
18 Since the drift term is zero at an interest rate of zero, rt D 0 is techni-
cally an absorbing state. However, zero is inaccessible for all parameter
values so r is never trapped there. To verify this define z D 1=r . Then
using Itô’s Lemma, the evolution of z is dz D .›C¢2�›™z/dt�¢p

zd¨.
Since z D 1 is inaccessible for the square root process with linear
drift, zero is inaccessible for r D 1=z. Note also that 2.› C ¢2/ > ¢2

so zero is inaccessible for z guaranteeing that 1 is inaccessible for r in
Equation (102.31).
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f .r;1/ D Œ.“ � 1/™	1C“

�.“C 1/
r�“e�.“�1/™=r

r1 � EŒr1	 D “ � 1
“

™ Var Œr1	 D ¢2

2›

.“ � 1/2™2
“2

D ¢2

2›
r21

where “ � 1C 2›=¢2: (102.32)

The three-halves power model may fit the data better than the
CIR model and other proposed models. Chan et al. (1992)
tested the general specification for interest rate evolution

rt D ’C “rt�1 C ©t EŒ©t 	 D 0 EŒ©2t 	 D ¢2r
2”
t :

(102.33)

Using GMM they found a best unrestricted fit of ” D 1:4999

with a standard error of 0.252. This, of course, is not a direct
test of Equation (102.31), which has a quadratic rather than
linear form for the expected interest rate, but the estimated

value of ” is almost exactly what this model calls for. The
CIR-square-root, Merton (1975, 1990), and Vasicek (1977)
models are all well outside the usual confidence intervals,
and the Brennan and Schwartz (1982) and Dothan (1978)
models are just at the 5% significance level.19

We assume that the risk premium is of the form  .r; £/ �
r D .§1r C§2r

2/Pr=P so that the risk-neutral process also
has the form in Equation (102.31). The risk-neutral drift is
then O›r.O™�r/with O› � ›C§2 and O™ � .›™�§1/=.›C§2/.20

Zero-coupon bond prices for this model can be determined
from Cox et al. (1985) as

19 The volatility parameter is ” D 0 for Merton (1990) and Vasicek
(1977), ” D 1

2
for CIR, and ” D 1 for Brennan and Schwartz (1982),

Dothan (1978) and Merton (1975). Each of these models with the ex-
ception of Merton’s (1975) does have a linear form for the expected
change in r .
20 We require that §2 � �.› C 1

2
¢2/ so that the true and risk-neutral

processes are equivalent. If this condition is not satisfied then the risk-
neutral process is explosive, and the interest rate can become infinite
in finite time. As shown in footnote 18, the risk-neutral process for z �
1=r has OEŒdz	 D .O›C¢2� O›O™z/dt. So if §2 violates the condition given,
2.O›C ¢2/ < ¢2, and 0 is accessible for z implying that 1 is accessible
in finite time for r under the risk-neutral (though not true) process.

P.r; £/ D �.� � •/

�.�/
Œc.£/=r	•M.•; �;�c.£/=r/

where c.£/ � 2
›™ � §1

¢2

�
e.›™�§1/£ � 1��1 ; O“ � 1C 2.›C §2/=¢

2

• � 1
2
.O“2 C 8=¢2/1=2 � 1

2
O“; � � 1C .O“2 C 8=¢2/1=2; (102.34)

�.�/ is the gamma function, and M.�/ is the confluent hyper-
geometric function.21

21 See Abramowitz and Stegum (1964) for the properties of the gamma
and confluent hypergeometric functions.

The asymptotic long rate is

Y1 � lim
£!1

�� 1
£
`nP.r; £/

� �
(

•
£
`n
�
e.›™�§1/£ � 1

�CO.£�1/ ����!
£!1 .›™ � §1/• D O›O™• for O› > 0

•
£
o.£/ ����!

£!1 0 for O› � 0:
(102.35)
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When§2 < › (i.e., O› > 0), Y1 is a positive constant a bit less
than the risk-neutral central tendency level O™.22 The asymp-
totic bond price, P.r;1/, is also zero when §2 � ›.23 For
short maturities

Y.r; £/ D r C 1
2
rŒ›™ � §1 � .›C §2/r	£CO.£2/

D r C 1
2
O›r.O™ � r/	£CO.£2/ (102.36)

so the yield curve is upward sloping at £ D 0 whenever the
interest rate is below the risk-neutral central tendency point,
O™. The long rate is Y1 D O›O™• < O™ since O›• < 1; therefore,
the yield curve is humped shape whenever the spot interest
rate is between the values O›•O™ and O™.

Even though the asymptotic yield to maturity is a positive
constant (when O› > 0), the yield to maturity on any finite
maturity bond is bounded below exactly by zero. As shown
in the Appendix, the £-period yield to maturity is an analytic
function of r and can be expressed as a power series with no
leading constant term,

Y.r; £/ � �1
£
`nP.r; £/ D 2r

¢2£c.£/
� 2.›C §2/r

2

¢4£c2.£/
C � � � :

(102.37)

Therefore, for any finite maturity, the yield to that maturity
is less than 2r

ı
Œ¢2£c.£/	 when r is sufficiently small and

approaches its lower bound of zero as r does.24

These properties can also be verified for many models
even when a closed-form solution to the bond pricing prob-
lem cannot be found. Suppose that the risk-neutral expected
change and variance in the interest rate process and the yield
to maturity are analytic functions of the interest rate at r D 0;
that is, they can be expressed as the infinite power series

¢2.r/ D
1X

iD0
si r

i O�.r/ D
1X

iD0
mi r

i

Y.r; £/ D
1X

iD0
£�1yi .£/ri : (102.38)

A yield to maturity will have the desired lower bound of ex-
actly zero if and only if the lead term in its expansion is zero;
that is, y0.£/ � 0.

22 Holding ¢ constant, O›• increases from 0 to 1 when O“ ranges from 1,
its lowest value, to 1.
23 When §2 > ›, the asymptotic bond price is P.r;1/ D
�.� � •/

ı
�.�/Œ�2O›=¢2	•M.•; �; 2O›=¢2/ > 0.

24 The lower bound for any yield is zero since for every finite £, there
exists an interest rate r£ such that Y.r; £/ < © for all r < r£. The bound
is not a uniform one for all £, however, in that r£ depends on £. The
bound cannot be uniform since the asymptotic long rate is a positive
constant.

Substituting P.r; £/ D expŒ�P yi .£/r
i 	 and its

derivatives into the bond pricing equation gives

0 D 1

2

X
si r

i

	hX
.i C 1/yiC1.£/ri

i2

�
X

.i C 1/.i C 2/yiC2.£/ri



�
X

mir
i
hX

.i C 1/yiC1.£/ri
i

�r C
hX

y0
i .£/r

i
i

D 1

2
s0
�
y21.£/ � 2y2.£/

� �m0y1.£/C y0
0.£/

C r � Œ� � � 	C r2 � Œ� � � 	C � � � (102.39)

The terms in each power of r must be identically zero, so
y0.£/ will be constant (and therefore 0 since yi .0/ D 0) if
and only if s0 D m0 D 0. If s0 D 0, then zero is a natural
barrier for the interest rate process and negative rates will be
precluded if �.0/ 	 0.25 If m0 also is zero, then rt D 0 is an
absorbing barrier; however, the barrier might be inaccessible
as in the three-halves power model.

Therefore, models like CIR (1985) or Vasicek (1977) with
a linear expected change in the interest rate,�.r/ D ›.™�r/,
will not have yields with a lower bound of zero. Conversely, a
model like that in Merton (1975) with ¢.r/ D vr and �.r/ D
ar � br2 will have all yields bounded below by exactly zero.

102.7 Non-Zero Bounds for Yields

All of the results presented here apply to other constant
bounds for yields that derive from restricted interest rate pro-
cesses. Suppose the interest rate is restricted so that it can
never go below r . Under what conditions will all yields have
this same lower bound of r? This question can be easily an-
swered by defining the modified interest rate, ¡ � r � r .
Since ¡ and r are linearly related, the dynamics for ¡ will be
identical to those for r translated down by r , and the mod-
ified rate, ¡, can never be negative. All yields will have an
identical lower bound of r whenever yields in the modified
economy are all bounded below by zero.

To verify this claim write the interest rate dynamics as
dr D �.r/dt C ¢.r/d¨. Now express the bond prices in the
original economy as P.r; £/ D e�r£‚.¡; £/. The bond pric-
ing equation can then be reexpressed as

0 D 1

2
¢2.r/Prr C �.r/Pr � rP � P£

D 1

2
¢2.¡C r/‚¡¡ C �.¡C r/‚¡ � ¡‚ �‚£ (102.40)

25 Zero can also be an inaccessible natural barrier for the process if
�.0/ D 1 even if ¢.0/ ¤ 0.
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This is just the regular bond pricing equation for an interest
rate ¡ with expected change and standard deviation of
�¡.¡/ � �.¡C r/ and ¢¡.¡C r/. So all yields in the original
economy will be larger than those in the modified economy
by exactly r . In particular, all yields will have a lower bound
of r if, and only if, they have a lower bound of 0 in the mod-
ified economy.

For example, in Sundaresan (1984),26 the dynamics of the
real interest rate are

dr D .’� 1/.r C ¢2/
�
.r � •C 1

2
’¢2/dt C ¢d¨

�

(102.41)

with r > �¢2. Rewriting this in terms of ¡ � rC¢2, we have

d¡ D .’ � 1/¡
�
.¡ � •C 1

2
.’ � 2/¢2/dt C ¢d¨

�
:

(102.42)

which is identical to Merton’s (1975) model. All yields have
a lower bound of 0 in Merton’s model; therefore, all yields in
Sundaresan’s model are bounded below by exactly �¢2.

102.8 Conclusion

This paper has established the properties of interest-rate
models in which all yields have a lower bound equal to
the lower bound of the interest rate itself. In particular, when
the interest rate must remain positive, it is possible for all
yields to have a lower bound of zero as well. Yields are not
simple arithmetic expectations (or even risk-neutral expec-
tations) of future short rates; therefore, they can be as low
as the lowest possible interest rate even when the interest
rate process displays mean reversion and has a finite-variance
steady-state distribution.

This paper also illustrates the problems that can arise
when then true and risk-neutral stochastic processes for the
interest rate have different boundary behaviors. Price bubbles
can be introduced unless events that are impossible under the
true distribution are assigned zero probability under the risk-
neutral process as well. In some cases, such as the Pan Wu
model, alternate bubble-free prices can be derived.

26 Equation (102.41) fixes a typo in the second unnumbered equation
on p. 84 of Sundaresan (1984).
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Appendix 102A

102A.1 Derivation of the Probability and State
price for rT = 0 for the PW Model

Let H.r; t/ be probability that rT D 0 conditional on rt D r

for the square root stochastic process with no mean reversion:
dr D �›rdt C¢r1=2d¨. LetQ.r; £/ be the state price for the
state rT D 0; that is, Q.r; £/ is the value at time t when
the interest rate is r of receiving $1 if the interest rate is zero
at time T D t C £. This section of the appendix verifies
Equations (102.8) and (102.9) in the text that
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H.r; t IT / D expŒ�h.£/r	 where h.£/ � 2›
ı
¢2.e›£ � 1/

Q.r; £/ D expŒq.£/r	 where q.£/ � Œ› � ” coth. 1
2
”£/	

ı
¢2: (102A.1)

The probability H satisfies the Kolmogorov backward
equation and boundary conditions

0 D 1
2
¢2rHrr � ›rHr �H£ subject to H.0; t IT / D 1 and H.r; T IT / D 0: (102A.2)

The condition H.0; t/ D 1 must be satisfied because zero is
an absorbing state so once r reaches zero before time T , it
will be there at time T with probability one.

For the solution given, H.0; t/ D 1 and H.r; T / D 0

are readily confirmed. The solution itself can be verified by
differentiating and substituting into Equation (102A.2). The
partial derivatives we need are

Hr D � expŒ�rh.£/	h.£/ Hrr D expŒ�rh.£/	h2.£/ H£ D � expŒ�rh.£/	rh0.£/

with h0.£/ D �2›2¢�2 .e›£ � 1/
�2
e›£ D � 1

2
¢2e›£h2.£/: (102A.3)

So we have

1

2
¢2rHrr � ›rHr �H£ D expŒ�rh.£/	rh2.£/

�
1

2
¢2 C ›

h.£/
� 1

2
¢2e›£

�

D expŒ�rh.£/	rh2.£/
�
1

2
¢2 C 1

2
¢2.e›£ � 1/� 1

2
¢2e›£

�
D 0 (102A.4)

as required establishing the first part of Equation (102A.1).
The state price for the state rT D 0 has the same value

as a contract that pays $1 the first time that the interest rate
hits zero because the interest rate is then trapped at zero, and

the state rT D 0 will be realized for sure, and with a zero
interest rate there is no further discounting. The value of this
therefore asset satisfies the usual pricing partial differential
equation

0 D 1
2
¢2rQrr � ›rQr � rQ �Q£ subject to Q.0; £/ D 1 and Q.r; 0/ D 0: (102A.5)

The boundary conditions are confirmed since coth.0/ D
1. Again differentiating and substituting into
Equation (102A.5) gives27

27 The derivative of the hyperbolic cotangent is the negative hyperbolic
cosecant function

d coth x=dx D �csch2x D �4.ex � e�x/�2:

The third equality in Equation (102A.6) uses the identity coth2 x �
csch2x � 1. The fourth equality follows from the definition of ”.
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1

2
¢2rQrr � ›rQr � rQ �Q£

D rQ

¢2

�
1
2
Œ› � ” coth. 1

2
”£/	2 � ›Œ› � ” coth. 1

2
”£/	� ¢2 � 1

2
”2csch2. 1

2
”£/

�

D rQ

¢2

	
�1
2
›2 � ¢2 C 1

2
”2Œcoth2. 1

2
”£/� csch2. 1

2
”£/	



D rQ

¢2

�� 1
2
›2 � ¢2 C 1

2
”2
� D 0 (102A.6)

as required establishing the second part of
Equation (102A.1).

102A.2 Bond Price When rt = 0 Is Accessible
for Only the Risk-Neutral Process

As discussed in the body of the paper, the pricing equation
is the standard one with only an altered boundary condition

setting the bond price to zero when the interest rate is zero.
This boundary condition is required to make the risk-neutral
and true processes equivalent.

0 D 1
2
¢2rPrr�›rPr�rP�P£ P.r; 0/D1 P.0; £/ D 0:

(102A.7)
The price of the bond is

P.r; £/ D expŒ�rB.£/	 .1 � expŒ�rŸ.£/	/

where Ÿ.£/ � 2”2

¢2Œ” sinh.”£/C › cosh.”£/� ›	

B.£/ � 2.1� e�”£/
2” C .› � ”/.1 � e�”£/

D 2

” coth. 1
2
”£/C ›

: (102A.8)

B.£/ is the same function as found in the CIR solution.
The maturity condition are satisfied since B.0/ D 0;

Ÿ.0/ D 1, and the boundary condition at r D 0 is clearly

satisfied. That the solution satisfies the pricing partial differ-
ential equation can be verified by substituting the derivatives

Pr D �B.£/P.r; £/C Ÿ.£/ exp .�rŒB.£/C Ÿ.£/	/

Prr D B2.£/P.r; £/ � Ÿ.£/ŒŸ.£/C B.£/	 exp .�rŒB.£/C Ÿ.£/	/

P£ D �rB 0.£/P.r; £/C rŸ0.£/ exp .�rŒB.£/C Ÿ.£/	/ (102A.9)

into the partial differential equation and collecting terms

0 D rP.r; £/
�
1
2
¢2B2 C ›B � 1C B 0� � r exp .�rŒB.£/C Ÿ.£/	/

�
1
2
¢2Ÿ2 C .›C 1

2
¢2B/ŸC Ÿ0� : (102A.10)
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The first term is zero because B.£/ is the same function as in
the CIR model. So we need only verify that the final term in
brackets is also zero. The derivative of Ÿ is

Ÿ0.£/ D �2”
2

¢2
Œ” sinh.”£/C › cosh.”£/� ›	�2Œ”2 cosh.”£/C ”› sinh.”£/	

D � ¢2

2”2
Ÿ2.£/Œ”2 cosh.”£/C ”› sinh.”£/	: (102A.11)

So the final term in brackets in Equation (102A.10) is

1

2
¢2Ÿ2 C .›C 1

2
¢2B/ŸC Ÿ0 D 1

2
¢2Ÿ2

�
1C .2›=¢2 C B/

ı
Ÿ � cosh.”£/� .›=”/ sin.”£/

�

D 1

2
¢2Ÿ2

�
1C”�2

	
›C1

2
¢2B



Œ” sinh.”£/C › cosh.”£/� ›	� cosh.”£/� .›=”/ sin.”£/

�

D 1

2
¢2Ÿ2

�
1

2
¢2”�2BŒ” sinh.”£/C › cosh.”£/� ›	C .›2=”2 � 1/Œcosh.”£/� 1	

�

D 1

2
¢4Ÿ2”�2

�
1

2
BŒ” sinh.”£/C › cosh.”£/ � ›	 � cosh.”£/C 1

�
: (102A.12)

Substituting for B.£/ and using the “half-angle” identity,28

28 The “half-angle” identity is coth 1
2
x D .cosh x C 1/=sinh x. The

final equality in Equation (102A.13) follows from the identity cosh2 x�
sinh2 x D 1.

1

2
¢2Ÿ2 C .›C 1

2
¢2B/ŸC Ÿ0 D 1

2
¢4Ÿ2”�2

�
” sinh.”£/C › cosh.”£/ � ›
”Œcosh.”£/C 1	= sinh.”£/C ›

� cosh.”£/C 1

�

D 1

2
¢4Ÿ2”�2

"
” sinh2.”£/� ” cosh2.”£/C ”

”Œcosh.”£/C 1	C › sinh.”£/

#
D 0: (102A.13)

102A.3 Properties of the Affine Exponentially
Smoothed Average Model

The multivariate affine model with a exponentially smoothed
average has a Kolmogorov backward equation of

0 D 1
2
¢2rFrr C›.x�r/Fr C•.r�x/Fx�F£: (102A.14)

The joint probability distribution for r and x, and other prob-
ably functions are the solutions to this partial differential

equation subject to various boundary conditions. In partic-
ular, the expected values EŒrtC£	 and E

�
r2tC£

�
are solutions

with boundary conditions F.r; x; 0/ D r and r2, respec-
tively. The expected value of the interest rate is

EŒrtC£	 D rt Œ•C ›e�.›C•/£	C ›xt Œ1 � e�.›C•/£	
›C •

(102A.15)

The expected value of the square of the interest rate has
a quite messy formula, but for times far in the future, its
asymptotic behavior is

EŒr2tC£	 D ¢2•2

2›.›C •/3
.•rt C ›xt /£C o.£/: (102A.16)
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Since the mean value converges to EŒr1	 D .•rt C ›xt /=

.•C ›/, the variance of rtC£ also diverges at the rate £.

102A.4 Properties of the Three-Halves Power
Interest Rate Process

The steady-state distribution for a diffusion on .0;1/ with
inaccessible boundaries and evolution dx D �.x/dt C
¢.x/d¨ is

f .x1/ D C

¢2.x/
exp

�
2

Z x

�.z/=¢2.z/d z

�
(102A.17)

where C is the constant of integration required to ensure the
density integrates to one. For the three-halves power process
the steady state density is

f .r1/ D C

¢2r3
exp

�
2

Z r

›z.™ � z/=¢2z3d z

�

D .2›™=¢2/2C2›=¢2r�3�2›=¢2 exp.�2›™=¢2r/:
(102A.18)

For the risk-neutral dynamics

dr D rŒ›™ � §1 � .›C §2/r	dt C ¢r
3
2 d¨

D O›r.O™ � r/dt C ¢r
3
2 d¨; (102A.19)

the bond price is given in Cox et al. (1985) as

P.r; £/ D �.� � •/

�.�/
Œc.£/=r	•M.•; �;�c.£/=r/

where c.£/ � 2O›O™
¢2

�
e.›™�§1/£ � 1

��1
; O“ � 1C 2O›=¢2

• � 1
2
.O“2 C 8=¢2/1=2 � 1

2
O“; � � 1C .O“2 C 8=¢2/1=2; (102A.20)

To help analyze the three-halves power model, we first
present some preliminary results. Define the function

m.zI a; b/ � z�aM.a; b;�1=z/ whereM.a; b; x/ is the con-
fluent hypergeometric function.29 Then

29 The derivative of the confluent hypergeometric function is
@M.a; b; x/=@x D .a=b/M.aC 1; bC 1; x/. The asymptotic behavior
as x ! 1 is M.a; b;�x/ D �.b/=�.b � a/x�aŒ1 C O.1=x/	. See
Abramowitz and Stegum (1964).

m0.z/ D �az�a�1M.a; b;�1=z/C z�a�2.a=b/M.aC 1; b C 1;�1=z/

D �az�a�1M.aC 1; b;�1=z/: (102A.21)

By repeated application of Equation (102A.21), the nth

derivative is

m.n/.z/ D .�1/na.a C 1/ � � � .a C n � 1/z�a�nM.aC n; b;�1=z/

D .�1/n �.a C n/

�.a/
z�a�nM.aC n; b;�1=z/

with m.n/.0/ D .�1/n �.a C n/�.b/

�.a/�.b � a � n/
: (102A.22)

Since derivatives of all orders exist, m is analytic and can be
expressed as the power series

m.z/ D
1X

nD0
znm.n/.0/

ı
nŠ D

1X

nD0
.�z/n

�.a C n/�.b/

nŠ�.a/�.b � a � n/ :
(102A.23)
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The bond price in Equation (102A.20) therefore can be writ-
ten as the power series30

30 Note that •.�� •� 1/ D ¢�4

�h�O›C 1
2
¢2
�2 C 2¢2

i1=2 C O›C 1
2
¢2
� �h�O›C 1

2
¢2
�2 C 2¢2

i1=2 � O›� 1
2
¢2
�

D 2¢�2 and �� 2•� 2 D 2O›=¢2

P.r; £/ D �.� � •/
�.•/

m .c.£/=r I •; �/ D �.� � •/

�.•/

1X

nD0
Œ�r =c.£/	n �.•C n/

nŠ�.� � •� n/

D 1 � Œr =c.£/	•.� � • � 1/C 1
2
Œr =c.£/	2•.� � • � 1/.1C •/.� � • � 2/� � � �

D 1 � 2r

¢2c.£/
C 2.1C O›/r2

¢4c2.£/
C � � � (102A.24)

And since `n.1C x/ D x � 1
2
x2 C � � � , the yield to maturity

can be expressed as the power series

Y.r; £/ � �1
£
`nP.r; £/ D 2r

¢2£c.£/
� 2.O›C 1/r2

¢4£c2.£/
C 2r2

¢4£c2.£/
C � � �

D 2r

¢2£c.£/
� 2O›r2
¢4£c2.£/

CO.Œr =c.£/	3/: (102A.25)

At short maturities

Y.r; £/ D r C 1
2
O›r.O™ � r/£CO.£2/: (102A.26)
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